Your home, your imagination
What is Home Center 2?

Home Center 2 is an Award Winning* central unit of the smart home Fibaro system. The system is based on Z-wave technology using Fibaro micro modules and sensors which connect to an already existing electrical system within the home. The flexibility of modules and sensors allows for complex controls of 100s of different scenarios for convenience, safety, and energy control, all with non-invasive installation.

Control of the system and all its functions is achieved with a very user-friendly interface on the computer or via smart phone/tablet application. The smart phone/tablet application can be used anywhere in the world with voice interface and GPS integration.

*Men's Stuff Europe awarded Fibaro “Best gadget of 2012”
Distinctive features

- Based on a very stable Z-wave technology,
- Simple and non-invasive installation that does not damage the infrastructure,
- Remote access via web page or mobile phone,
- Voice control via app within home or remotely,
  - See “Lili I’m coming home” Video
- Utilization of GPS on mobile device to interact/control certain functions and scenarios,
- Geo localization – tracking your family members,
- SMS notification,
- Advanced integration with Alarm & Fire system for intelligent safety response,
- Conditioning scenes depending on weather, or other user-defined variables,
- Extremely efficient hardware architecture = fastest device of its kind in the world,
- Manageable users’ rights,
- Advanced recovery system.
Distinctive features coming soon

- Music integration/control with audio for emergency situations,
- Shopping with Fibaro,
- The Fibaro Services.
Technical Specification

Intel Atom 1.6Ghz Processor
Thanks to its efficiency, Home Center 2 is much faster than other Z-Wave gateways currently available in the world.

1GB RAM, 2GB SLC Hard Drive
Large memory + fast processor = quick communication between Fibaro System devices. Hardware architecture used in Home Center 2 makes Z-Wave based home automation system work much faster than ever.

4GB MLC Recovery Disc
Significantly improved user safety thanks to Fibar Group's own approach to data protection. Each Home Center 2 has its own recovery disc, holding system backup, unique to each gateway. This closes each system completely from unauthorized access. Another advantage of this solution is quick and simple system healing after any failure.
The looks

We have put huge emphasis on Home Center 2 looks. Unlike most similar devices, ours is made of solid aluminum which gives it an elegant, seamlessly design.
Elegant and modern package
User friendly interface
Simple configuration
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Scene interface

How to create a new scene?

To start building a new scene, click +. This will open a menu from which you select required blocks, depending on the setup you want to use. To see a sample click on scene.

- Days of week: Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun
- Time: At exact time: 00:00:00 (Run)
- Devices Group: Open, Close, Enable, Disable
- Lamp: Turn On, Turn Off
- Scene Group: Load Scene, Save Scene
- Save button
Recovery Mode

Recovery Panel

Recovery Stick
Home Center 2 controls

over 95% of all electric devices at home thanks to the following FIBARO products:

- The smallest in the world micro modules: relay switch, roller shutter and dimmer,

- Door/window sensor,

- Universal sensor,

- Wall plug*

*US version coming soon.
FIBARO
Home intelligence